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Kenyon College, Gambier, Ohio, April

KC Class Of '77
by John Graham
The Kenyon admissions procedure
this year remains nearly the same
as in past years, and the size and
composition of next year's freshman
class will closely approximate this
year's class, according to Admis-

sions Director John Kushan.

factors

alter the procedure slightly this year, however,
said Kushan; "We are considering
may

men's and women's applications
together for the first time this year,"
he said.
"We are unsure as to
whether this will alter the freshman
Also, the number
class make-uof applications this year is slightly
below last year's level."
p.

admissions program, York said,
"Diversification of the student body
is always a goal of the admissions
committee, but it is notourprimary
goal.' Kushan agreed, saying that
any large-scalorganized project
to redirect the admissions towards
making Kenyon a microcosmic reflection of the "outside world" is
not feasible at the present time.
Lower application rates and lower
birth rates will force the college to
compete for students in the next
several years, said Kushan.
As
such, a rigidly structured admissions plan, involving any type of
quotas or percentages in terms of
acceptances, is not now possible.
He stressed, however, that the goal
of a diversified' student body must
remain, in an informal way, an
important one.
e,

Mean
by Ann Rosenberger
The

search for Kenyon' s first
Vice President of the College has
resulted in the selection of John
R.O. McKean.
Dr. McKean is a
native of Cortland, New York and
is presently serving as the Dean of
Hobart College in Geneva, New York
He will officially begin his new job
in Gambier in July, 1973.
The recent hiring of Dr. McKean
as Vice President of the College was
preceeded by a rather interesting
set of circumstances.
The complexities of the college as an administrative community are many
and diverse.
To effectively direct
Kenyon's affairs, the administrative
duties must be organized into appropriate divisions, each under a
specific leader. President Caples

Anecdofe
An Objet d'Art
by Kerry Pechter

)
ROBERT PENN WARREN lalks
about literature, John Crowe
Ransom, the Kenyon Review,
and himself. See pages 4 and 5.

When Wallace Stevens placed a
in Tennessee, the wilderness
rose up to it, no longer wild. But
the bronze statue rising on the
library's front lawn June 1, though
it does not give of bird or bush
either, could stimulate and opposite response here in Gambier.
"Renaissance Man and Woman"
is the name of the statue, which
will stand eight or nine feet tall
and will look very much like this

jar

Gagnon's Rochester, Minnesota studio said that "Renaissance Man
And Woman'' was "created as a
permanent and lasting tribute to
the beauty and excitement of liberal
education as found at Kenyon College.''
The sculptor himself said, "I hope
that I am able, in a small way,
to compliment the intrinsic beauty
and spiritual dignity which seems
to permeate the entire campus at
Kenyon College."
"Renaissance Man And Woman"
identifies more in form with the
current "New Realist ' school of
sculpture, in the opinion of an
source, than with the abstract figuratism of, say, Henry
Moore, but belongs to no particular
school except, of course, ours.
The "lost-wa- x
method" by which
it is cast entails the immersion
of a wax model into a plasterlike substance, which is then fired,
driving off the wax and leaving a

The college still aims for a freshman class of
said the photograph. It's final resting place,
1971 by sculpdirector, and anticipates achieving chosen in the fall of
Gagnon, will be the
Charles
tor
Approxiyear.
again
goal
that
this
grassy plot between the Chalmers
mately S5o of the applications Kenyon receives are accepted, yielding Library and Middle Path.
There was some controversy durabout 800 applicants, of which
The Art Dedecide to attend Kenyon. ing the
0
partment, according to an undisAccording to Kushan, college admission plans, as well as budget closed spokesman, wanted to put
statue in its newly created
and planning procedures, are based the
sculpture
garden behind Colburn
on this size of the freshman class.
From an application folder containing the student's application,
information from the student's high
school, and information from the
student's interview, the faculty admissions committee and Mr. Kushan
accept or reject each student, based
on academic ability and on adaptability to the "Kenyon experience. '
"Academics must be our first
consideration," said Kushan. "Fitness for what we call the 'Kenyon
experience' is also a crucial consideration. Determining this fitness
is a highly subjective matter. We
have no scientific method for deterjudgment must be
mining this--obased on a sense of what the Kenyon
experience is and on a sense of each
student's fitness for it."
According to Professor Owen
ALTHOUGH THE ART DEPT. preferred it to be placed in the ColYork, chairman of the Faculty A"Renaissance Man and Woman"
dmissions Committee, that commitburn Sculpture Garden
is instead slated for the Library lawn.
tee attempts to relate applications
Gallery. But it was decided that a hollow mold. The artist then corr
to students each professor or stuodes the final bronze surface unident on the committee has known, prominent spot would be more fitformly with weak acid for a patina
ting, thus the library lawn.
and. by comparison, to determine
which is liable to damage by rain
The bronze sculpture, a gift valif each applicant will adapt to the
or paint.
ued between five and ten thousand
"Kenyon experience."
The statue will take dominion on
According to Kushan, the different dollars, was commissioned two yeAlumni Weekend, June 2, in the
people whose input is considered in ars ago by an anonymous Kenyon
first tranquility of our collective abthe admissions process are usually alumnus, and, after a gestation persence. What will happen in Septiod of sculpting, chasing, spruing,
in basic agreement on each student's
academic and social fitness, with an and casting, is nearly now upon ember, whether the returning slovenly wilderness will surround it
us.
occasional exception.
A general
statement released by
or not, remains to be seen.
Commenting on other goals of the
450-47-
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Dr. John R. O. McKean
determined these four areas to be:
academic, which includes admissions, the registrar and the various
academic departments is under the
direction of Provost Bruce Haywood;
financial matters, under the guidance of Mr. Samuel Lord; development, which involves the college's
relations with the public; and finally
the non academic responsibilities
which involves athletics, health, spiritual guidance and all extracirricu-la- r
events. It was this final area
that was lacking in organization and
unity. Thus, in the words of Provost Haywood, a qualified personage
was needed
to effect a cohesion
between the life of the students in
the classroom and the life of the
students outside the classroom."
The desired product of this cohesion
is a new oneness in the Kenyon
community.
This deficiency being recognized
and a definition of the position being
formulated, the quest began. Interestingly enough, the higher echelons of the academic world annouce
needs such as this through advertising. The media employed for publicizing Kenyon's annoucement was
The Chronicle of Higher Education.
The audience size of this chronicle
can be realized by the fact that there
were over two hundred applicants for
the job. Of the five finalists chosen
there was one woman. When asked
if there was a preference for a woman to fill the position, Mr. Haywood commented that many of the
members of the selection committee
had hoped for a woman due to "the
need for women's voices in adminHowever,
istrative procedures."

us,

Dr. McKean had the rich administrative experience in both academic
and non academic affairs that qualified him to do the work. Dr. McKean
does realize the necessity of hiring
women to aid in the revamping and
direction of the female population
of the student body and has begun to
interview applicants for positions
in his department.
Dr. McKean did his undergraduate
work in history at the College of
William and Mary. He received his
Doctor of Education degree from
Cornell University. His major interest area was Student Personnel
in Higher Education.
His position as Dean of Hobart
College from 1968 until the present
has given Dr. McKean in depth experience in both the academic and
extracirricular activities of students. In particular he served on the
Committee onStudents which directed all aspects of Student life.
Prior to his work at Hobart, Dr.
McKean served as Dean of Students
and assistant professor of history at
Allegheny
College
in Meadville,
Pennsylvania. His responsibilites
included supervision of students in
the areas of academics, counseling
and social affairs.
Evidence of Dr. McKean's concern with the unity of the student's
college life is expressed in his request to change his title. The
position was originally advertised
as
for Student Affairs. However, Dr. McKean felt
this suggested a dichotomy in the
academic and social life of the student. His present title, instead expresses his belief in the importance
of the college as a complete coordination of both these aspects and
of the student as a unified whole. The
duties of the position have not been
of the
altered. The
College is still responsible to the
President and supervises the Chaplain, the Dean of Students, the Dean
of Student Development, the college
physician, the director of athletics,
and the director of Smythe House.
He will also maintain close contact
with the Provost and all representative student bodies.
Although Dr. McKean does not
officially begin his assignment until
July he will be introduced to the
Vice-Preside-

by Jeff Jurca
Kenyon's Department of History
present a symposium on poverty, on Friday, April 6th, in Lower
Dempsey at 3:00 P.M. Keynote
speaker will be Professor Robert
H. Bremner, a member of the history department at Ohio State University. Professor Bremner will
speak on the topic "Poverty: Paradox or Problem?"
America's leading expert on the
historical dimensions of poverty,
Mr. Bremner has published numerous books and articles on the
subjects of social reform, philanAlong with
thropy and poverty.
teaching at OSU, he has held the
post of visiting professor at a number of major universities and worked
will
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Kenyon Community the weekend of
April 6,7, and 8 and will present a
panel discussion on Saturday April
14th.

Bremner Guest At
Poverty Symposium

ur

up-camp-

VP

for the American Red Cross and the
American Public Health Association. Professor Bremner is also
the recipient of a number of awards
and fellowships.
Joining Mr. Bremner will be two

panelists, Professors

Edwin
and Timothy Bates. Mr.
of the Socialogy department,
is interested in social theory, urban sociology, industrial organization and the American labor force.
Mr. Bates', major areas of interest
are urban economics, economics of
race and poverty, human resources
and contemporary economics problems. Professor Roy Wortmanwill
serve as moderator. The audience
is invited to ask questions of Professors Bremner, Bates, Harwood,
and Wortman.
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Student Support Aids
In Rehiring Thompson

by Renee Brandt

"In view of the circumstances of the case," said Thompson,
"I believe Dr. Shepherd made the
nselors.

proper decision."
The initial decision not to rehire
Thompson, now reversed, said Haywood, came as a result of a study
z,
of Smythe House by a Dr.
Mank-iewic-

MJ5. and a Kenyon
Alumnus. The evaluation was part
of a Budget Committee-instigate- d
college
evaluation of
The evaluation is an
services.
attempt to trip next year's budget.
Mankiewicz, who also evaluated
the Health Center, reported to the
college that Smythe House could
continue operating effectively with
2 counselors. This report was based
on a brief conversation with Dr.
Shepherd and some statistics given
him by Shepherd concerning the
number of patients seen by Smythe
House and time spent with them.
According to both Shepherd and
Thompson, Mankiewicz misinteran

non-acade-

mic

preted these statistics.
These
figures indicated that Shepherd and
Thompson spent 22 hours apiece
per week in individual counseling,
while Ms. Enderle spent 30 hours

per

week.
Mankiewicz

interpreted

these

statistics as indicating that each
of 2 counselors could counsel for
approximately 30 hours per week
and Smythe House would operate
only slightly beneath its present
level. However, said Shepherd, he
apparently did not take into account
the fact that both Shepherd and
Thompson teach courses considered

essential

to the psychology

ment curriculum.
counseling time,

depart-

increase in
said Shepherd,
An

not allow the Smythe House
counselors to teach at all.
According to Thompson, several
new Smythe House programs, such
as group therapy, and his own independent study program in humanistic psychology were apparently
not taken into account as losses
when the original decision to cut
back was made.
This initial decision to cut back,
said Provost Haywood, was made
with the knowledge that some cutbacks in the Smythe House Program
would have to be made. Discussing
the case before the decision to
rehire Thompson was made, Haywood said, "Smythe House will concentrate on less serious counwould

Any major psychiatric
seling."
problems would be referred to counselors outside the college.
"Smythe House has been making
a heavy investment of time in single
therapy,"
students and long-ransaid Haywood.
It was originally
felt, he continued, that such an
investment could be replaced by
psychiatric care outside the college.
"I believe that transferring students with serious problems to
counselors outside Kenyon would be
wrong for 3 reasons," said Thompson.
"Firstly, it discriminates
against students who don't have the
money to pay for such expensive
outside help. Second, we need many
meetings to establish a real rapport
with students; we can'tachieve such
ge

A

If you belong to that uneasy number
of Kenyon students who envision a
long and empty summer looming
ahead, and if the rural aspects of
Kenyon have inspired in you feelings
of curiosity and appreciation for the
great outdoors, then perhaps you
might yet find an exciting and educational vacation through participation
in a new program now available to
Kenyonites. Students, faculty, and
staff of Kenyon and sister GLCA
colleges are now eligible for the
Earlham Wilderness Program, a
month long living experience in the
areas of Utah and
wilderness
Canada.
The Earlham Wilderness Program began in 1970 as an outdoor
pre-tercourse designed for entering Freshmen and afewupperclass-me- n,
It is a unique orientation to
in
live
college;
participants
"patrols" of eight to ten students,
under the guidance of trained
faculty
e
and
members. The program serves a
dual purpose: to prepare students
for college and to enable them to
discover the excitement of challenge
and the rewards and pleasures of an
experience in outdoor living. The
Wilderness 1973 Program will include training and participation in
backpacking, canoeing, camping and
techniques, health and
survival
emergency care, wilderness naviga- m

reinslated psychology professor and Snjyihe
House counselor with his son Micah.
T. GALE THOMPSON,

a rapport if our number of meetings
is limited; third, counselors outside
Kenyon don't have the knowledge
which we have of the unique problems of Kenyon."
"I see a true liberal arts education as involving emotional as well
as intellectual development. Smythe

House helps provide this," said
Thompson. "It can also provide an
escape from the academic pressure which many students have felt
here. This kind of service should
not be cut back."
Thompson was informed on March
19 that he would not be rehired.
According to college rules, all full-tifaculty members must be informed as of December 1 whether
or not their contracts will be renewed.
"Mr. Thompson is not a full-timember of the faculty here. He
teaches only one course. Therefore,
he is not covered by these guarantees of appointment," said Haywood. "The purpose of these guarantees is to assure that the academic
program of the college is the last
thing to be cut back by the Budget
Committee. They are not designed
to guarantee jobs. They do not
apply to Mr. Thompson as a staff
member."
"I do not believe that Mr. Thompson was treated unfairly by the
decision not to rehire him," said
Haywood, again speaking before the
reversal of that decision. "The
Budget Committee must have the
ability to cut off
funds
when necessary.
This is why
members are notguaranteed
of the date of contract notification."
says he was always
Thompson
led to believe that he was a member
of the faculty and to be treated as
such. Both of Thompson's contracts
state only that he is a member of
the faculty, not of the staff. "Also,"
said Thompson, "I received a letter
in the late fall asking for an evaluation from my peers of my performance as a faculty member. The
letter was identical, verbatim, to
those received by other faculty
members. From this, I assumed
the faculty guarantees applied to
me also."
"In additon," said Thompson, "I
believe that I should have some job
security, whether I am considered
faculty or not."
According to Shepherd, he was
assured in January by Mankiewicz
that Smythe House services would
not be cut back. In addition, said
Shepherd, Haywood informed him
in December that Shepherd's contract would be renewed. "I was not
consulted again until after the first
me

me

non-acade-

mic

non-facu-

cut the Smythe

decision--t- o

staff to
made."

2

counselors--ha- d

lty

House
been

According to Haywood, "Students
were not consulted in the process of
making the original decision. Some
students were talked with concerning
the decision. The initial decision
was essentially a professional one,

and so students were not consulted

professional sense.
Shepherd believes students played
a large role in the decision to rehire
feeling of a
Thompson.
"The
groundswell of student opinion," said
Shepherd, "helped convince the adto
ministration
reverse their
decision and rehire Mr. Thompson,
I believe.
Student voices can be
heard, and need to be heard next
year as we build up the program at
Smythe House.
in

a

upper-classm-

full-tim-

en
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Wilderness

by John Graham
T. Gale Thompson, a Smythe
House counselor and Adjunct Professor of Psychology at Kenyon, has
been rehired by the college in both
capacities after being informed
March 19 that his contract would
not be renewed.
Kenyon Provost Bruce Haywood
told Dr. Rowland V. Shepherd, head
of Smythe House, of the college's
decision to rehire Thompson on
Saturday night, March 31. On March
9, he had been informed that he
would have to cut his Smythe House
staff to 2 counselors.
Dr. Shepherd responded by retaining counselor Glenda Enderle, feeling that in order to be effective,
Smythe House should be staffed with
both a man and a woman as cou-

April
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tion, fishing and edible plants and
wildlife, climbing, and emergency
Through use of group
bivouac.
experience, the natural environment, observation, informal presenand group discussions,
tations
faculty leaders from a variety of
fields will offer instruction in
regional geology, ecology, conservation, history, group dynamics, and
nutrition.
Wilderness 1973 will offer two
alternatives this summer: a mountaineering expedition to the High
Uintas Primitive area in northeastern Utah, and a canoe trek to
the Dryden Wilderness area of
Ontario, Canada. This is the first
year Earlham has invited outside
participation in the program, and
anticipates having approximately
20-2- 5
places available to both men
and women, about 45 of them in
the Utah program. Earlham students receive a full year college
credit for participation in the program. The cost for Kenyon members will be $500, and approximate
dates are August 19 to September
15. Kenyon students will be placed
in separate patrols, expeditions, or
as
brigades
staff availability
dictates. Director of Kenyon participation in the program is Russell
Batt, and any further inquiries may
be directed to him or to: Director,
W ilderness ProgramP.O.
Box 163
Earlham CollegeRichmond, Indiana

47374.

Donations Needed For
Quarry Chapel Restoration
by Denis Racine
Almost every afficianado of Kenyon ghost lore has heard a story
(or stories) which starts: "Late
one night me an' Huck Finn (sic)
was walkin' our beer bottles past
the ol' Quarry Chapel an' shootin'
the perverbeall bull when all asud-de- n
we heard . . ." (there are many
variations on this opening). That
same Quarry Chapel, located a few
miles northeast of Gambier and
reputed site of frequent drinking

parties

in Kenyon's

earlier years,

attempting to demythologize Kenyon a decent burial, but rumors at
by renovating a major source of its giant raccoon sightings have been
traditional ghost stories, the man circulating lately.
with a by now renowned campus
reputation asprofessor of mythology
Although Mr. Klein stated that the
replied: "We're not trying to make original architect of the chapel was
it (the Quarry Chapel) into a neat not known, there is some reason to
and tidy place with caretakers in believe that it might be William
the corner. We're just trying to Tinsley, the designer of Ascension
keep it from falling apart." Mr. and the Bishop's palace (Crump
Klein went on to add yet another residence).
strange chapter to the already
Planned activities of the Quarry
swollen volume of Kenyon ghost Chapel Restoration Committee instories. He recounted the grisly clude the April 5th card party,
death of a night visitor which climbed (tonight) and tree planting at the
onto the roof of the chapel and into chapel site on Middle Path Day.
the belfry, and then fell through the The committee actively seeks conroof beams to the floor, breaking tributions; checks should be made
his neck. (Editors note: According out to the "Quarry Chapel Restorto Mr. Klein the raccoon was given ation Committee."

is presently the object of a $15,000
fund raising restoration drive under
the supervision of the Knox County
Historical Society. The first part
of the restoration will involve the
rebuilding of the walls and roof of
the chapel, and will begin as soon
'
':"Y-as the $9,000 level in the
.'. A
i ,
has been reached. Overseeing the construction will be contractor Ed Krownapple of nearby
Howard.
Before its desecration (probably
by students) in 1937 and its consequent deconsecration, the chapel
had had a long standing affiliation
with Bexley Hall, (and the Bexley
ministry, part of Kenyon until 1968)
and was often the site of student-ru- n
services. In 1904, at the celebration
of the fortieth anniversary of the
chapel's dedication, letters were
read from former Bexley students
who at one time had been lay readers
there; among them were letters
from Bishop Brooke of Oklahoma
and Bishop Greer of New York.
Various changes in rectorship between the years
5
culminated in the resignation of the chapel's
last official rector, Mr. Lewis J.
Bailey, in October of '35. Thus the
chapel was closed when the desec(For further
ration took place.
information consult The History of
Harcourt Parish by Gambier resident and Restoration Committee
member. Miss Louise Adams, from QUARRY CHAPEL,
built during the 1860's and located a couple miles
which the previous historical innortheast of Gambier. In the 1930's. the interior of the chapel was
formation was taken).
Professor William Klein of the moved to Chicago and it's remaining structure has fallen into a stale
of runin.
Kenyon English department, a resThe Knox County Historical Society, who are supervising the retoration committee member, has
played an active role in the fund storation campaign, are aiming for a total of $15,000. William Tins-lealleged architect of the chapel, produced many notable works in
raising.
When this
'reporter' accused Mr. Klein of Ireland and America.
fund-raisi-

ng
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place a ad for corraspond.
My name is Ruth Austin. I am white
31 years old. My eyes are blue my
hair is black. I am in prison
yr. I go to the Roard in 1975. I am
I will answer all
very lonely.
letters. My address is Kuth Austin,
R. R. 5, Box 2, Marysville, Ohio
I want to

5--

30

43040.

Josephus Albertus Hall, Junior
salutem dicit editor: Collegiani;
lo lhe Kenyon Community, a college of the Liberal Arts and
Classics:
Last September my roommate and
I
our door, substituting
Roman Numerals for the harsher
and everyday Arabic Numerals.
Recently it came down through the
proper channels that we must have
Arabic numerals on the door because Security, Maintenance, and
even some students have had difficulty finding our room. To put it
re-paint-

ed

plainer,

they cannot read
We will comply with the
directive if need be, but I am taking
this opportunity to record some
thoughts on the matter.
Kenyon has long had the reputation
and tradition of being a college of
the Liberal Arts and Classics. I
understand fully that with the advent
of women at Kenyon a few years ago
it was necessary to change some of
the traditions, but does that mean
that we should change the very
basics upon which this college was
I think not!!
founded?
It is bad
enough that the classics requirement, and even now the language
requirement, has been dropped from
the curriculum. Now, with Kenyon's
large
d
section, and the necessity for doctors to know at least
the rudiments of Latin for official
and prescription correspondence, it
would seem to me that such practical usages of Greek and Latin as
room numbers would be encouraged.
Aside from the previous consider- "CCC-XXX-

pre-me-

LATIN': "SURGE BACCALAl KRE-ATupon presentation of each

E"

diploma.
Omahan:

President

Caples, Mr.

in what language are your

diplomas written?
It is good to realize and acknowledge our debt to preceding generations and civilizations. Some traditions are best Kept alive. If we give
in to facility now and force Roman
Numerals off our doors what will
be next? First the fraternities will
be asked to substitute street numbers for their Greek letters on the
doors of the dorms. Then, we will
be asked to drop matriculation, then
graduation; what are they anyway,

but more unimportant traditions
I appeal to
easily done without?
all; let us not let this injustice be
If we do, Kenyon may

lose all of its traditions, and its
reputation as well, soon becoming
just another Ohio State. If you
want to keep Kenyon the delightful
college of the Liberal Arts and
Classics, as it has been over its
147 years of existence, write or
call Mr. Omahan and tell him you
are for Latin.
Vale.

When you're in. New York City, you're where it's at and
where they are. Leonard Bernstein. Willie Mays. The
splendid new Velazquez at the Metropolitan. Margaret
Mead. The Brooklyn Bridge. Give Barnes. Washington
Square and The Village. Andy Warhol. Jones Beach.
Eugene McCarthy. Joe Namath. Joan Sutherland.
Peoples, foods, cultures from all over this earth of ours.

To

lhe Editor:

Being (as I indeed am) very much
concerned about the flap over the
sexual imbalance in our language
that is raging over this great land
of ours, I am prepared to offer at
least a partial solution to what
has been termed "the pronoun problem." It has traditionally been the
rule that in hypothetical statements
involving hypothetical people, masculine pronouns are used. Feminists argue, and in my humble estimation rightfully so, that men are
no more common than women, and
that, therefore, females deserve
equal time (i.e. "he or she" should
be used for 'he," "hers or his" for
"his," etc.). Other more sensible

Washington Square College of Arts and Science at New
York University invites you to experience the cosmopolitan uniqueness of this great city. If the dean of your
college approves, you can study and live here for your
entire junior year. Whatever your field. Pre-meMath. Journalism. Psych. The full
pre-laliberal arts spectrum. Or education, business, and
the arts.
pre-dentist-

COLLEGIAN

ation, Kenyon has long used Latin
for all official business. My father
holds a diploma from Kenyon; it is
written entirely in Latin. The graduation ceremony is conducted in Latin
(at least the last that I heard). All
graduating students are required to
attend and individually receive their
diplomas as the President says I.N

perpetrated.

SOPHOMORES.
SPEND your Junior Year in
NEW YORK-- at N.Y.U.
EARN a great experience
AND degree credit.

d,

".

KENYON

ry,

w.

a New Yorker, you'll return to your
own college to complete your degree a degree with a
year's enrichment that is now available here for you.

After your year as

Page

people have suggested that "the pronoun problem" be resolved on neutral ground by creating a neuter
pronoun or using an extant one.
None of these solutions seem to
enhance the language. Consequently,
I am prepared to offer yet another
alternative, in the form of a
pronoun.
That pronoun is
"shir'-bea- r
with me, readers. For
if it is indeed true that "one is what
one eats," it must be true in a more
refined sense that "one is what one
Indeed, shit serves as
excretes:"
the lowest common denonimator for
us all, a constant reminder of our
shared heritage. While some might
argue that this is obscene and degrading, I would respond to those
Victorians by merely asking what
could be more precious, more
beautiful than a bodily function that
continually reminds us of the precarious equilibrium of the world we
are a part of? Besides, the word
"shit" has served the English language well for a millenium or so,
and it is often said with such consummate joy. We owe it to ourselves to give it the usage it has
earned.
While I realize that many readers
will be prone to dismiss this as a
"crank letter," I ask that rather they
take this suggestion in the spirit
that it has been offered.
Since the Collegian has often served as a forum for those concerned
with feminism, chauvinism, and the
obscure wall in Vietnam, I trust that
the community will not be deprived
of yet another point of view concerning one of the burning issues of the
day.
Sincerely,
Nathaniel Whipple
new-neute-

r

Mr. Whipple tells us he is a
manufacturer and an aspiring science fiction
writer living in Coshocton. His
first work, "The Day The World
Grave Up," is available at newsstands throughout

retired

lool-and-d- ie

mid-Ameri-

ca.

Dear Sir:
There are 165 courageous people
at the Dow Chemical plant in Bay
City which has been on strike for
14 months.
They would like to

3

enlist the aid of your newspaper
and members of the student body
Dow
so that we may survive.
Chemical is using its unlimited
resources in an attempt to destroy
us economically and eliminate the
collective bargaining process of our
Local Union which is 14055 of the
United Steelworkers.
Many workers and their families
have suffered unlimited hardships
in the loss of income and personal
property which they have had to
sell in order to feed their families
because Dow Chemical refuses to
resolve an unjust labor disputepro-voke- d
by Dow Chemical and its local
management.
In the interest of humanity we ask
that you print this letter in your
college paper and that the student
body aid us by refusing to buy
Handi-wra- p
plastic food wrap and
Ziploc bags which are made at the
Bay City plant.
If there are individuals or groups
on campus who would like to aid us
in this humane endeavor, please
contact me at the address which is
given below. W e request that they
boycott the above mentioned products which are produced by Dow
Chemical in Bay City and by any
other aid or activities which may
aid our cause.

Thank you,
Martin Schwerin
401 N. Chilson St.
Bay City, Michigan
Local 14055
Another item in the COLLEGIAN mailbox this week was
a postcard from economics Professor Alan Batchelder in Nigeria. On the list of data concerning thai country on the
backside of the card, Mr. B. circled "population: 1,300,000" and
wrote:
Ooops.
Perhaps you can fling this
in the "Suppressed Information" file.
I believe that if you check with Ms.
Fonda you will learn that 90 of the
population is under effective Biafran
control--a- s
measured from Paris.
Best Wishes,
Alan B. Balchelder

For details, mail the coupon below.
To the Editor:

York
Washington Square College of Arts
Director, Junior Year

in New

All year I have been distressed
by the wasteful practices here at
Having grown dependent
Kenyon.
on the motto, "better late than
never", I am finally now bringing my
concern to public attention in hopes
of abating the abuse of our resources. My primary disappointment is with the students and their
most obvious carelessness at SAGA
Too much food is thrown
meals.
away. Since often food is untouched,
I suspect that the case is not entirely
due to disgust with the taste of the
Why are there full glasses
food.
of milk, the taste of which doesn't
vary greatly, on trays to be en

and Science
New York University
906 Main Building
Washington Square
New York, N.Y. 10003
Please send me complete information about the Junior
Year in New York program.

Name.
Address.
.State- -

City

--

Zip

Telephone

tEfje
A

gorged by the Pit? Mr. Mullendore take this opportunity to complain
estimates that $500.00 is thrown about the responses on the Suggestaway each week to the pit, not by the ions board: primary concern was
for the texture of raisins which are a
kitchen, but on trays. If this deliberate wastefulness is a result of nutrutional luxury anyway!)
I recommend meal tickets for next
some resentment with life or romance, I wish students would find year to make the basic economic
a less abstracted way to express policy that you pay for what you get,
themselves than by throwing away understood by us eaters. Meals
their dinners. It is bad enough would acquire some value then.
that we're out of touch with the Wouldn't that be more realistic
earth, and than the plenteous trough we have
source of that meal--th- e
the whole project of sustenance, the now?
and (P.S.) Calories come in other ways
preparation,
organization,
cleaning up; it needn't be used as a than chocolate cake; please don't
scapegoat for whatever fragment of burn lights through the night for no
reality does ail the wasters. So good purpose.)
please eat the food you choose to
Signed, Ellyn Murplhy
put on your tray. (I may as well
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of jobs, but ihen again
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would
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The COLLEGIAN had the
Mr.
of interviewing
Warren during his vis;l to the
oempus on February 27, when he
delivered a poetry reading, commentary, and illuminating
period. Herewith:
op-

portunity

ques-lion-and-ans-

wer

COLLEGIAN: What do you teach
at Yale?
WARREN: I taught a regular academic course and a fiction course
of twelve students each.

8W W

lb

LI

ignorance and youthful brashness.
All The King's Men was a play at

first.
I have a play now that's been
running two years in Moscow, but
it's never run two years in New
York.
It's been running to full
houses for over two years.

you

COLLEGIAN: Have
to see it?

been

there

WARREN: No, I've never seen it.
I had a movie there too last year.

COLLEGIAN: Which was that?
"All The

WARREN:

r

you ever
there?
playwrighting
taught
Have

King's Men!"

"

v

There were
were.
other people of that general cut, but
the prominent one was clearly the
quixotic Poundian strain, the poetry
of the Crisis of Culture stepping out
of French civilism and out of Elizabethan literature. And those two
were the counterveiling forces and
quite clear to distinguish from each
other.
There were few writers who didn't
quite fit either thing, quite unique.
Ransom was one of those. He didn't
wear any label, he was outside of
both those things, inside both and
outside both, very much himself,
very independent, with his own in- and Robinson

But you can see that there were
big, overarching impulses in American poetry in the first half of the
century, but there's nothing to take
their place. Those impulses sort
of frayed out, and nobody knows
now what the poetry of the past
twenty years stacks up to.
Except you can know this: some
very fine poetry has been written
I think.
But it's an individual here
and an individual there. There are
a lot of very good younger writers;
people in their late twenties - under
forty.
COLLEGIAN: Is one of them
Mark Strand?

:

"1

I went to Yale
of playwrighting
in the Drama School in '51, and I did
one of my several retirements from
teaching in '55 and quit teaching, I
thought forever. I returned because
I had no captive audience and my
children were really too small to
serve that purpose. They made me
another proposal and I went back
again, to the English Department

WARREN:

I did.

first as a professor

it's part of the
the Drama School" s
Repertory Theatre.
It plays one
evening every two weeks.
Yes,

repertory there,

lat-

!

COLLEGIAN: What is it about?

It's awfully hard to
answer that question about a novel;
WARREN:

can say you hope

it's

about

two-and-a-qua-

Poetry and fiction I'm
really committed to; that's what
I'm really interested in. I haven't
written a play for years, and don't
ever intend to write another play.
I just sort of drifted into that out of
WARREN:

COLLEGIAN: Which black authors do you find significant and
do you enjoy?

"BUT YOU CAN SEE that there were big, overarching impulses in American poetry in the first half of
the century, but there's nothing to take their place. Those impulses sort of frayed out, and nobody
knows now what the poetry of the past twenty years stacks up to."
COLLEGIAN: Well, you've been
on the literary scene for so long,
Mr. Warren, I wanted to know

rter

COLLEGIAN: Which genre of
writing do you prefer; you've
written practically the whole
spectrum . . .?

you

f

back.

But that's a hope, you
"folks".
never know. It's a modern novel,
in our time. But for twelve years
I guess it is, Cleanth Brooks and a
colleague of ours, R. W. B. Lewis
who's a professor of American
Literature, have been writing on
I can describe it as not
history.
quite like any book that exists, for
better or for worse, I don't know
which.
It's a history of American
literature in rather essay istic form.
It's about two big volumes of
million words (of
which) 800.000 to 700,000 words are
critical and historical essays on
American literature. And this is
punctuated by readings from American literature.
And that book is
called American Literature: The
Makers And The Making and this is
a collaboration. The first volume
comes out next Wednesday. The
second volume the first of April.
There will be a reduced version of
it next January or February.
But that's the sort of tiling you do
on one hand, that's a different kind
of energy from writing poems or
novels. I've got a book of poems
almost finished.
Books go along
with God's will, you know
suddenly you find you've got enough
for a book.

did

very unpleasant about it at first, he
was very arrogant, I'll give you
ten minutes, you newspaper fellows
are always trying to take my time
and never do me any good and so
forth. I had to break the interview-ofwhen we got through, he was still
talking.
Ke said "Come back tomorrow and I'll take you on all my
rounds with me. We'll do all of
Harlem tomorrow."
he was a remarkable
But
man just for plain natural intelligence
really a very, very
powerful mind he had. And great
personal magnetism.

WARREN: I'm in the middle of a
novel, which is not the latest; I don't
know if it'll be finished, you can't
ever tell. I've got something unfinished dating from quite a while

you

Where

WARREN: I had to find somebody
who knew somebody who knew somebody and take it down that way and
then, having gotten that kind of introduction, by name to him, I wrote him
a letter and finally he agreed to
meet me. And I went down to his
headquarters, in the same building
where he was killed later on. That
was the summer before he was
killed (in February). I had a hell of
a time getting at him because he
was suspicious naturally. He was

COLLEGIAN:
William
Isn't
Styron's "Clapshack" being produced at Yale now?

COLLEGIAN: What is your
est work?

s,
just after the Supreme
Court decision that I would like to
go down South and hang around
awhile. Next thing I knew they had
made me an offer to finance my
Then I could say to
explorations.
a black man or a white man, "Look,
I'm doing a piece on this, I'd like
to interview you" and they'll do it,
they have some reason to do it.
That's how it came about, as an
article for LIFE. It got bigger and
so it became a little book. And the
same thing happened eight years
later; the complexion of things was
changing. What was more or less
a Southern phenomena became a
national phenomenon. So there was
the question of starting over again.
I was trying to find out. I spent
two or three years just wandering
around in the world. Very, very
rich two and three years too
Malcolm X was the last one I got
at. He was very tough to crack, but
I finally got him.

middle-50'-

COLLEGIAN:
meet him?

this time.

WARREN:

5, 1973

n.

ft

COLLEGIAN:

,i

.

mmmu

WARREN:

Don't rub it

in!

COLLEGIAN what changes in
emphasis in poetry mainly have
appeared significant to you over
the years of your career? Are you
pleased with the changes and
what's being accepted now?
WARREN:

Well,

I'm not trying to

correct your question,
but

mind you,

don't tend to think in
terms of movements and groups
and things like that; I tend to think
in terms of individual writers,
whether they mean something to me
or not. It's a perfectly good question, but it's not good for me. I
could make some generalizations
about the kind of poetry, but I think

there's

I

one

thing

you

can

say:

clearly it's a time now that has no
big, central overarching intuition
that's dominating American poetry,
and there were two in the early part
of the century and for almost fifty
years. One was the Native American
strain whose best known exponents
would be Frost, the most famous
one, and Robinson of course, and
then in a kind of way William Carlos
Williams. But he was more mixed
in technique and so forth than Frost

dividual impact.
I'm not saying that Pound was not
an individualist, but he belonged to
a group sense that Ransom didn't
ever have. That's not praising or
blaming either. But we have people
like Ransom who more or less are
outside the two big contrary movements.
But now, there's nothing that corresponds to these two big impulses.
You can pick out one kind as Confessional, another kind now called
these are labels you
put on them, but they don'trepresent
big impulses; they are fashions.
That doesn't mean that some fine
work hasn't been done in that.
Another point he was outside of
the two big trends was Randall
Jarrell. Not at all like Ransom, but
he liked Ransom because of the fact
that he was very much outside of the
central schools that dominated the
picture for the first
Very much an individualist in that
sense.
Neo-Realist-

ic,

half-centur- y.

COLLEGIAN:
And he hasn't
been able to be classified since?
AR HEN: No,
you can point out
things about him, but he evades
The textbooks have
classification.
trouble with him. you see. They
like to have a label. The labelling
process can be very idiotic.
W

Strand definitely.
Yes, I admire him greatly. He's
developed so fast - he's only 34 or
35 years old now - but in the last
four or five years every book,
almost every poem meant some
broadening or deepening in something he's doing. Yes, I think he's
very fine.
Seidman I like very much. And
then Simic, he's got something I
think. There are quite a few people
of that generation who look awfully
good. But things happen to poets.
A fine start and bang! It's all over.
Novelist too for that matter. Man
marries the wronggirl or something
WARREN:

Mark

else....,

COLLEGIAN:
What
sparked
your interest in!o writing your
two studies about black Ameri- -

WARREN: Well, for my money
there's the two clearly most talented
writers, Ellison and Baldwin. Ellison has written one of the powerful
novels of our time and his essays
are fundamentally important to the
I don't
whole question of race.
like Baldwin as a novelist, but I

think his essays are extremely important and beautifully done. Take
The Fire Next Time. Some of the
early poetry of LeRoi Jones is
very strong. The later poetry has
gotten very wordy and diffuse. .. .
COLLEGIAN: How do you think
such markedly different forms as
histories
and novels set in an
historic context are able to illuminate social problems?

WARREN: People. But these things
overlap so much. History is just a
word; there are many kinds of
history. You take the historical
WARREN: I wanted to find out
writer who is doing a social history
something about whatwas happening. of a time with imagination
is getting
It was curiosity. You can't do it if very
close to dealing with what a
you're just sitting at home reading novel of matters would deal with.
the papers. And you can't just call Or if you
are writing a biography
up Martin Luther King or Malcolm X of, say,
Napoleon, you'll be off into
and say, "Let's have a chat somecharacter and psychological questime, friend."
tions and all kinds of things. If
It takes time to do something like you're
just giving the facts of his
this, I make a living writing. I life . . . well,
that's another thing.
happened to remark to my brother-in-laA
good historical biographer
who was on the LIFE magashould have the skills of a novelist.
zine
in
staff back
the early And his notion of what's
relevant is
w
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different because he has to footnote
and justify everything; he just can't
make up a dialogue.
Economic
historians are very far away from
the novelist. He may not tell the
truth, but he's got a different kind
of lies than fiction.
So, there are many kinds of history, and history ordinarily has the
craft of fiction without having the
A really good
inside of fiction.

intimately so that you could construct his motivation. . . . There's
bound to be something missing. . . .
COLLEGIAN: When did you iirst
meet John Crowe Ransom?
AKHEN: The first meeting of the
freshman English class in 1921. He
was my freshman English teacher.

COLLEGIAN

771

W

COLLEGIAN: Do you hink lhat
when the Kenyon Review went
defunct that it marked any kind
of decline in the prestige of literature in the United Stales?
WARREN: That whole business of
a little magazine in the broadest
sense of that word - quarterlies
included - if you go back in the
20s and the 30's, that world was a

very different world, literarily
speaking as well as otherwise. You
had the line between serious fiction
The stuff in
and serious poetry.
most magazines, say, the "Atlantic
Monthly" - the slicks as they were
called - was tremendous. There
was a gulf between them. They were
stodgy. There were few exceptions
that had explanations. You found
in "The Saturday Evening Post" two
writers of the first rank. But they
didn't know they were of the first
rank, and "The Saturday Evening
Post" didn't even know that. That's
They
Faulkner and Fitzgerald.
didn't know he was writing literature. They just thought he wrote
stories for them so that they could
At the same time 2,000
publish.
copies of Faulkner's novels would
be a big sale.

V

Mar

77

out this sort of art book. The poem,
my study of it, and about 35 or 40
drawings by Calder. They might
not be what Coleridge had in mind,
but they're very wonderfully drawn.
That's one of the tilings I got out
of the Kenyon Review is my friendship with Calder.

Pago

and the 30' s, you had a very active
philosophical debate going on about
the nature of literature and about
the question of taste. And this was
a very vital thing to lots of people.
The critical aspect of those magazines was much more vital than it
is now; it's become more academi-cize- d
now. And there is less immediate
relation to literature.
That's another thing that's happened
that has robbed the little magazine
of its function in the last twenty

years.

The death of the Kenyon
Review was one of the indications
of a general change in temper.
But also, that magazine belonged
to its moment and to the personalities associated with it; you had

some very powerful personalities
there. The people who gathered
around it as contributors or friends
don't go on forever. It's not just
the exercise of publishing it so many
times a year; that's not editing,
that's just printing. The Kenyon
Review was edited.
That's what
Phil Rice and Ransom
ir
personalities were in that magazine.
You couldn't mistake it. This is
not speaking in dispraise of their
successors, because their successors had the magazine at a time
did--the-

"(B)

COLLEGIAN: Do you
the rise of scholarly
that print all the
articles on literature
concurrent with the
the small magazines?

S

A 1

think thai
quarterlies
academic
has been
demise of

WARREN: Well, these magazines
go right on their merry way. They
have a certain kind of material,
strictly academic, that they publish.
That's their function. It's not quite
the same thing because most writers
for the Kenyon Review wouldn'thave
been caught dead writing for these.
It was a different world then, and a
world that has begun to overlap a

little bit.
You couldn't think of the luck we
had with the Southern Review. We
had five stories by Eudora Welty in
almost successive issues, two of
Katherine Anne Porter's novelettes
and three or four other of her
stories; we had Wallace Stevens,
we had Randall Jarrell
we had
all these people and no trouble
getting them. Things like this came
to you; they had no other place to go.
Or they were your friends. Friends
led to friends led to friends.
Also the kind of world it was in
made it possible. If Wallace Stevens

...

1

COLLEGIAN: Was the distinction made by the editors or by
writers?
I

WARREN: The editors just thought
s.
these men were good
And you had a lot of Fitzgerald's
bum stories in the Post as well as
some good ones. This was because
he was the golden boy of the jazz
age. So there were those exceptions.
But otherwise you had a sharp
distinction between the slick magazines and the little magazines.
Therefore the editors of little magazines had a function to fulfill. At
the time of the Southern Review,
the Hound And Horn, and the Kenyon
Review, you had no trouble getting
good poetry and good fiction; there
was a lot of it being written in this
period and nobody else wanted it.
Now the New Yorker publishes
stacks of poetry, and there are
other places that will pay high
tale-teller-

"HE WAS VERY NICE to me lhat first lime and he invited me to
he gave
come into his other English class, I thought he was God
me a kind word."
piece of history' has to have some COLLEGIAN: At Vanderbilt?
inward sense of the character. Or W ARREN:
Yes. He was very nice
the atmosphere of the time or the
to me that first time and he invited
scene and the mileau.
me to come into his other English
Now there's a shadowy overlap
and drop freshman English.
class
a
difference
but
is
there
there,
I thought he was God - he gave me
Fiction is
that is fundamental.
a kind word.
totally created, and that is that the
The next year I had work with
drastory
writer,
novelist, short
and with Donald Davidson, who
him
matist or whatever is totally re- was also a magnificent teacher. I
sponsible for the pattern of meaning
started out to be a chemist, butafter
that's there, for the view of the six
weeks I was through with that
world that's there. The historian nonsense.
a
very
is not free in that sense; it's
John and I became very close
But
simple, obvious distinction.
When I came back later on
friends.
it's a distinction that applies to to teach at Vanderbilt, his house
The hulabaloo about
was second home to me and I feel
certain books like In Cold Blood as
the kindest deep affinity for them.
was pointed out by about a dozen
is my godHis
people in that case; you could have
daughter.
all the objective facts in the world,
COLLEGIAN: I wanted to talk
but when Dostoyevski writes Crime
And Punishment . . . that's coming
to you about the Kenyon Review;
out of his insides. You know what's
you were a contributing editor at
inside of Kaskolnikov. You know one point
. .
him from the inside. You'll never
know any criminal from the inside
WARREN: Yes, I didn't have much
just by interviewing him. You can
function in that respect. I did edit
and
have every fact about his life
one issue for them, the Henry James
you don't know him. The novelist
issue a long time ago. My relations
presumably will know.
were very close with Phil Rice and
John Ransom. And they were always
COLLEGIAN: What are your kind about publishing things of mine.
One of the strangest things was
feelings on psychohislory; Erik
when
Alexander Calder and I did a
Erikson and so on . . .?
book together, an improbable kind
of collaboration. He did the illusWARREN: I don't know any psytrations and I did the text. It's now
chiatrist who wouldn't say that it's an extremely valuable property; I
a hell of a difficult thing to know wish I had ordered one copy. Lal- anything about a person unless you der's fame hadn't really begun then,
know him awful well personally.
though some of his best work was
You're working in terms of posbeing done then, but John brought us
Your together - maybe it was Phil's idea
sibilities and not in fact.
record may give you some indicafirst - John was the intermediary
doing a study of
I was
tions, but you can't be sure. It's anyway.
not the same thing as having the Coleridge's "Ancient Mariner" and
guy as a patient or knowing him Calder was doing some pictures of
"Ancient Mariner" and so we put
fact-fictio- n.

grand-daught-

er

.

prices for it.
Now, with fiction, you will find
Playboy, who publishes Nabokov and

Malamud

and

God

knows

who.

They'll publish anybody's fiction.
You see, now you have no line, its
all a hash. It started with Esquire;
this inner penetration of literary
work and all kinds of popular stuff.
stuff in Esquire will
The girly-girl- y
go right beside Malamud; I saw it
in the December issue. Then along
interview with Yevtushenko, girly-girl- y
stuff of a naked group grope,
then Malamud, all together!
COLLEGIAN: That's funny, because Robie Macaulay was editor
of the Kenyon Review
ARREN: And then goes to fiction
editor of Playboy! This tells you
the story right there. Its a hash.
Nobody who makes a living writing
is going to publish his work for
Si 50 when he can publish it for
W

S2.000.

For a while there was a drying
up of a lot of the economic sources
for the small magazines. But that's
Also, the
not the whole story.
critical temper of the times was
different. That is, in the late 20's

"THE DEATH of the Kenyon Review was one of the indications of a
Qeneral chanqe in temper."
when the small magazine no longer were alive today, he'd be filling
had the same function. I don't think Harper's and Playboy. But then he
a personality would have made much was in the little magazines.
I believe it's the question of the
The function wasn't
difference.
there in the social and literary kind of prosperity in America from
the Second World War on that has
situation.
had some effect on all these things.
But they have been continuing;
magazines like the Sewanee, but Also a kind of education; you getthe
that's more of an institution than a smattering of taste - having a certain
polemical magazine as the Kenyon kind of poetry book on the table is
Review tended to be, a literary now the thing to do. It's the notion
of culture being more widespread.
magazine with an international imWhen you think of Nabokov in
pact.
That age has passed; it may come Playboy the mind boggles!
again.
Hard times will bring it
back. When Esquire and Playboy COLLEGIAN: Do you think the
no longer publish literature you'll small magazines will ever return?
have the little magazines again.
Young men will be driven in that
WARREN: Hard times may bring
direction.
way.
funny
There's them back. That's a high price to
this
It's very
pay for it.
the New York Poetry Review which
out
two
issues
just
or
three
has
now.
It's a big expensive thing,
The COLLEGIAN thanks Ross
twenty pages thick and publishes
and Gordon Hutner for
Posnock
stacks of poetry. Now, that is not their invaluable assistance and
quite the same thing. That's a big,
News for
publicized, commercialized version The Mount Vernon
photographs.
their
Hard
times
of the little magazine.
will make it shrink.
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by Jim Lucas and Carl Mueller
The Turn Of The Screw
With the women's liberation movement tearing asunder all the sacred
traditions and values of western society, it is reassuring to see that in
the birthplace of Marxian revolution, the Soviety leaders are reviving that
most sacred of all bourgeois values: Motherhood. In 1960 the national
birth rate was 24.9 births per 1000 people, by 1970 it had declined to 17
per 1000. In the face of this decline, the Soviet Union now awards the
"Maternity Medal" to women bearing five or six children, and the "Order
of Motherhood Glory" for seven through nine children. The supreme
is presented to those most prolific women
honor of "Mother-Heroinbearing ten or more children. In addition to medals, some three million
Soviet women receive monthly allowances for producing more than five
children.
Forty-fiv- e
years ago, women were officially granted equality with men
on the work force. Today, women make up 51 of the work force while
outnumbering men by 16,000,000 in a population of 248,000,000. Currently,
72
of the nation's doctors, 71 of the teachers, 58 of the college
educated specialists, 39 of the scientific workers, and 35 of the Soviet
lawyers are women. In spite of the official policy of equality, women are
apparently less than equal. There are virtually no women in positions of
political power. Further, an official Moscow survey showed that while
a women spent four hours and 20 minutes per day on housework, the
average Soviet male spent only 75 minutes per day on the same household
e"
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PLAN TO HAVE DINNER at Pierce tomorrow night, April 6th. Suncraft (Dan Young and Jerry Worrell will be giving an outdoor concert of original music behind Pierce HalL (Time to be announced) Both
Dan and Jerry sing and play acoustic guitar and have been performing in Calif., Colorado and the
Midwest. Their style is simple and easily enjoyable. Come share their music tomorrow night.

leFeber on Cold War

responsibilities.
The Lay Of The Land
In a recently published paper, two John Hopkins University sociologists
survey of an estimated 2,400,000 never-marrireported that in a nation-wid- e
girls aged 9 who have had sexual relations, some 54 did
not use a contraceptive during their most recent sexual intercourse. The
two sociologists attributed this to the unanticipated nature of teen-ag- e
sex.
Many of the girls felt that intercourse was too infrequent to warrant the
use of a contraceptive device. However, the sociologists found that as
the frequency of intercourse increased, so did the use of contraceptives.
It was also found the use of contraceptives increased with age and education, that farm residents and members of Fundamentalist Protestant faiths
were less likely to use contraceptives, and that teen-age- rs
from
homes were no more likely to have sexual experience than a
ed
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by Kathy O'Donaghue
The Vietnam War has undoubtedly had the most explosive and
divisive effect on the people of the
United States since the Civil War.
Now as the conflict seems to be
drawing to some sort of conclusion
it is the natural reaction of people
to want to forget. Prof. LeFeber s
discussion on the subject suggests
just how crucial it is that we not
forget, but rather come to an understanding of precisely how we became involved in the conflict, and
the current treatment of the situation
in Southeast Asia in regard to our
overall foreign policy.
LaFeber suggests that there are
three 'Cold Wars": the Historic
Cold War, the Old Cold War, and
the New Cold War; and that we are

still

involved

in the

latter.

The

Historic Cold War marks the beginning
of
the
conflict between
American and Russian interests in
the 19th century when the two nations
clashed in regard to the Far East.
In the 1880's the UJS. defined Russia
in terms of the threat that she
posed to the American interests in
Asia. The United States, already
in the 19th century, viewed Russia
as an ideological opponent because
of the autocracy of the Czarist
regime, as manifested in the harshness of the Siberian exile system
and the pogroms instituted against
the Jews. By 1900 the two powers
did not regard the other as friendly,
and with the coming of the Revolution, the ideological dimension of
the split simply shifted.
The Depression of the 1930's

precipitated American recognition
of the Soviet Union, and although
few Americans had a cogent notion
of what Communism was all about,
they did notice that the Russians
weren't going through any similar
economic upheaval. The purges of
the 30's, despite the growing tensions in Europe, began to indicate
that this was a system that was
"not doing at all the logical thing."
World War II brings the Americans and Russians together, but
this was less an alliance and more
a "shotgun marriage with Adolf
Hitler holding the gun". The more
typical American-Sovirelationship has been one of confrontation
and antipathy in terms of national
interest clashes, and ideological
opposition. More than anyone else
during this period, Churchill seemed
to be clear on what motivated Russia, and that it was not Communist
ideology,
but
rather national
interest. In a speech before the
et

House

of

Commons

in

1939

Churchill said, "Russia is a riddle,
wrapped in a mystery, inside an
enigma." When asked why Churchill
vowed that he would go to the aid
of Russia if invaded by Germany,

Churchill said, "I would make a was not superior to American nuclearization and thus could not use
pact with the devil if Hitler invaded
The notion that national his weapons to crush the forces of
hell".
interests cut across ideology was imperialism as Mao wanted him to,
forgotten as the war ground to a thus leading to the break formalized
The development of the
halt and the Old Cold War began. in 1960.
Stalin revealed his feelings on EEC and the emergence of the trethe subject of ideology vs. national mendous wealth of Japan indicates
to Kennedy that our greatestproblem
interests indirectly, when in response to an American officer's in 1962 is the gold drain. Castro
suggestion that he listen to the is the end result. Not only have
Vatican, Stalin asked, "how many the Superpowers failed to control
divisions does the Vatican have?" the world, one cannot even control
Unfortunately the UJS. overlooked what is happening in his own backthis dimension of Russian national yard.
This is where, according to Lainterests, and from 1945-- 7 began
Feber our current world begins.
to move toward an ideological view
and definition of what the clash was Kennedy saw the key as the Third
between the UJS. and the USSR., World and that in the larger context
when in essence it was for the same of the domino theory, whereby if
reasons that they had clashed in the insurrection is permitted to go un1890's: The Russians wanted a checked, it will spread and bring
system which they could close off the entire third world toppling down
with it.
What LaFeber sees as
and exploit, while the Americans
wanted to follow the principles set Kennedy's tragic flaw, is his failure
forth in the Atlantic Charter of 1941; to better anticipate the mood of the
of country, and his failure to realize
freedom
speech, and open access to markets the growing tensions of the domestic
and resources. The scene of the issues such as Civil Rights, which
entirely
were
subordinated to
clash was Eastern Europe in 1945-4- 6
and at this point the Old Cold War foreign policy.
He sees the Nixon response
began.
Our strategy for the period was shifting priorities. The key is no
outlined in the Truman Doctrine longer the Third World, but rather
Russia, China and Japan and the
which stated that without free enterprise there could be no freedom of EEC, and our hope lies in direct,
speech or of religion, a situation bilateral negotiations to decrease
tensions, increase communications,
which Americans found intolerable.
Truman defines the world as "slave and gain access to Soviet and
and free" and we become more Eastern European markets. While
locked in by the rigidity of this Kennedy falsely assumed that he
had a concensus, the strategy of
ideological definition, and our comadministration
mitment of troops to Central Europe the
militarizes the confrontation. "So has been to assume that the conwhat we have here is an ideological census is not important. Nixon has
rigidity, a view of communism as thus far been able to manipulate
monolithic, and a militarization of public and Congressional opinion by
American foreign policy, all by making military cut backs,
the economic aspects
1949."
The politics of the Eisenhower-Dulle- s of foreign policy, and concentrating
administration anticipate the on political relations.
Thus far,
New Cold War and 4 or 5 developaccording to LeFeber it seems to
ments between
9
shape the have worked. There are inherent
world we are now living in. The difficulties in this situation in that
Suez Crisis splinters and fragments
Nixon is a
Gaullist, as
the Superpowers and the belief that well as the President of a theoretithey could maintain order in the cally democratic country.
Thus,
world is made myth, when it is seen while we still have not come to any
that Nasser, the president of a fifth conclusion of the New Cold War, to
rate power could manipulate the sacrifice our domestic freedoms
UJS. and the USSR.
This event would be too high a price to pay.
changes the nature of the bipolar
LeFeber's lecture was inspiring
relationship and shows that the 2 for the comprehensiveness of his
Superpowers
cannot
One feels that he
define or world view.
control the world as they thought understands both the humanitarian
they could in the 1950's.
The and political aspects of history and
Success of Sputnik so unnerved the how this bears upon our present
Americans that they felt thoroughly
condition. Politicians have a tenddemoralized. Dulles however realency to reduce complicated issues
ized that the newly emerging couto their most simplistic state yet
ntries of the Third World could look this only invites mistakes. Judgeto the Soviet Union as a viable ments on history and past blunders
alternative to what the UJS. had to should be humane, and yet intelligent
offer. The
split forced enough to avoid them in the future,
Kruschev to reveal his hand and and this is his suggestion for how
admit that Russian nuclearization to tackle the aftermath of Vietnam.
self-determinati-

on,

Nixon-Kissing-

er

de-emphasi-

zing

56-5-

self-styl-

Sino-Sovi-

et

ed

low-inco-

me

young lady from a more affluent home.
Beer Container Creates Catastrophe Of Peloponnesian Proportions
Spring is less than a month old, and already college students everywhere
are returning to the traditional spring-tim- e
college activities: sitting on
the college lawns, playing baseball and frisbee, and of course, rioting
against the police. Last weekend Athens, Ohio police tried to arrest a
young man for "public possession of an open beer container." A small
crowd gathered to watch the arrest. Then, a traffic accident increased
the crowd to an estimated 250 to 300 local young people. As the crowd
became unruly, police fired six or seven rounds of wooden riot control
pellets. The crowd was dispersed and no injuries were reported; there
were six arrests made on the charge of disturbing the peace, and another
arrest was made for possession of LSD.
High Priests And High Prices
Two weeks ago, a federal grand jury in New York indicted 31 persons
suspected of importing $375,000,000 or 1650 pounds of heroin into the
United States between 1968 and 1971. The leader of the organization is
reputed to be a high priest of a voodoo cult who consulted the stars before
deciding when to make a drug shipment.
New Answers In Mass Transportation
Poland's 'Motor" magazine reported that the 125 mile trip from Warsaw
to provincial capitol Bialystok took three hours and 50 minutes by train
The most current timetable lists a time of three hours and
in 1897.
49 minutes for the same trip. Over the 76 year period this one minute
improvement in rail service represents an improvement per year of .71
seconds, and that's progress by anyone's definition.
Custy's Last Stand
The final assignment to students of a
design class
at Maryland Institute of Art in Baltimore was to build a three-fohigh
replica of Jack Custy, the Institute's Vice President of Business Affairs.
At the end of the semester the thirty-od- d
miniature sculptures were
completed, ranging from a
'Jack Custy in shades," to
"The Pensive Jack Custy," or 'Jack Custy smoking a cigarette" to 'Jack
Custy pissed-of- f
about Business Affairs." All 30 of the three-fohigh
sculptures were placed in Custy's office and nicknamed "Jack Custy's
three-dimensio-

nal

ot

three-dimensio-

nal

ot

one-ma-

n

show."
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Double
passing and hard defensive checking.
All American, honorable mention,
Dave Cronin displayed some of his
Last Saturday Kenyon's lacrosse
magic as he threaded passes to
team dropped a nerve -- wracking Eric Mueller and Paul Gaddis for
11-double overtime loss to Ohio two Kenyon scores.
Wesleyan at Delaware. Both teams
Attackmen Tom Bruggman who
were evenly matched; the Bishops has a tendency to run over defense-me- n
only losses last year came at the
then neatly around them scored
hands of Kenyon and Denison. It on a spectacular unassisted goal.
was an evenly played game on a W esleyan tallied twice more and the
sloppy field in a drizzly rain. A score at the end of the third quarter
large contingent of Kenyon lacrosse was
in favor of Wesleyan.
5
followers
who Bruggman again slipped the ball by
were present,
typically procured the necessary the goalie along with Bruce Isaacs'
provisions to ward off such incleearly score, however Wesleyan
ment conditions.
matched these efforts by two more
The first quarter saw the Lords goals and held an
lead with a
appear tight as they were a bit dull minute left. Dancing and dodging
and they fell behind
The second
junior Bruce Isaacs eluded three
quarter Kenyon appreared to have Wesleyan defenders
and tied the
greater ease in holding the ball, score at 8 all.
however Wesleyan scored 3 more
The most crucial point of the
goals and with Kenyon's Chip
entire game came when Wesleyan
and Bruce Duncan's goals was short one man because of a
the score at half had the Lords penalty with 30 seconds left. The
trailing
Bishop goalie, who played specThe
second
half the Lords tacularly
throughout the game,
loosened up and stormed back effecthwarted a volley of Kenyon shots
tively with their usual brand of crisp with unbelievable saves and denied
Kenyon a victory.
In double overtime Cronin immediately demonstrated his uncanny
talents by spotting Eric Mueller in
a crowd of players and waving
sticks in front of the crease; Cronin
rifled a pass to Mueller who put
the Lords ahead 8.
Unfortunately
this early goal appeared to rally
Wesleyan into expending a super
ern newspaper-wit- h
Premier Kosy-gi- n. effort as they cooly scored three
goals. Two goals down and seconds
Henry Brandon is 56 years old. ticking away Dave Cronin scored,
He has won the Foreign Press but it was not enough as a disia
Award of the University of
appointed Kenyon team fell
0.
and the Harmon Swaffer Award
The Lords were more successful
twice-onas the Reporter of the Year
during Spring break as they traveled
for his history of the Sky-bo- lt
to the East and easily defeated U.
crisis in 1964 and once in Maryland, Baltimore County 14-- 5
1967 for a series of articles on and West Maryland 12-the sterling crisis, which was exIn their first appearance at home
tended into a book called "In The a week ago Wednesday Kenyon exRed" and was published in the tended their record to 0 as they
UJS., England, Japan, and Italy. A beat Frothsburg State 12-The
book of outstanding conversations
Lords exploded in the first quarter
book of conversations with outstandby scoring 7 goals. Such a lead
ing Americans called "As We Are" allowed the coach to substitute
was published in this country by freely. Unfortunately, the FrothsDoubleday in 1961. Another called burg players more closely re" Conversations with Henry Bran- sembled Roller Derby jammers as
don" came out in London in 1966. they were more intent on maiming
Mr. Brandon wrote a regular colthe opposition than playing
lacrosse. Brad "Frenchy"
umn called State of Affairs for the
Saturday Review for six years and Faus, who scored 4 goals, and All
has at one time or another written American defenseman Bob Heaps
turned in fine performances.
for almost all the leading AmeriThe team's record now rests at
can magazines. To mention a few:
1,
and still has a strong chance
The Atlantic Monthly, Harper's, The
Reporter, The New Republic, and to win the Midwest Championship.
The Saturday Evening Post.
Under the brilliant coaching of Buzz
Next year Doubleday will publish Heiser, one of the most admired
his latest book, ' The Retreat of coaches in collegiate lacrosse today, the team will be assuredly
American Power".
Mr. Brandon's topic on Monday exciting to watch. May I urge you
will be "U.S. and The European to attend this Saturday's game at
Community-Allie- s
2:00 against Oberlin down at the
or Competitors'
airport field.
by Siu Peck
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Du-Val-

Iros s Return

Crick
Ron Crick and The Quarter Pounders and David Gross, both of whom
have appeared at Kenyon in rec-

ent months, are returning this Saturday, April 7. They will be performing in the fieldhouse at 8:00
p. m. and tickets are $1.00 in advance or at the door.
Ron Crick calls himself a country
musician but adheres to the philosophy that says you should never
play anything straight if you can
avoid it.
That's why he sprinkles his act
al
with "golden oldies" by such
folks as Bobby Darin and
Louie Prima and is known for breaking down a folk song into a jazzy
jam and then recovers its "folksy"
sound with eyelash precision.

ing a recent stint at Minstrel's, a
folk pub on Chicago's North Side,
a round of "You Are My Sunshine"
kicked off a sing along that brought
the audience to its feet.
One Chicago writer called Crick
and his sidemen "a tightly knit,
well seasoned group with a lot of
potential, but mainly they are a lot
of fun."

Saturday's concert, which will include music with a Renaissance
sound, country folk music,
k
and an occasional outburst of rock
and roll, is sponsored by Kenyon's
Social Committee.
The Chicago Express evidently
loved Crick, prompting them to say:
"After the set came to a stompin'
conclusion, Parsons, Gretchen,
muself and Shelly Plotkin,
burned
drummer forSiegel-Schwal- l,
s.
Tickets for the performance which rubber to make the last set at
There, with a packed house,
will include Crick's backup group,
The Quarter Pounders, and singer Ron Crick and Friends were knockin'
David Gross will be available at em dead with authentic Chicago
country. Hoban was off in a corner,
the door for one dollar.
Crick's idea of a concert is not adding tasteful backup on Farfisa
and violin.
only based on performing, but also piano, banjo, pedal-steon communicating with his audience. His fiddle chops are much more
His act is an effort to "close the jazzy these days, as if he's been
gap that exists between performers listening a lot to Stephen Grappelli.
and their audiences," and his antics Crick commandeered lead vocals
and acoustic guitar with pick-u- p
on and off stage have a personal
touch designed to bring the musician and Wally Pillage, ex of Bonnie
Koloc, was playing one of the most
closer to his listeners.
Crick who has been well received beautiful and delicate electric bass
on the college circuit, has been guitars I ever laid eyes on. But
known to push his audiences into a it was Josh Leo on electric lead
that blew everyone's mind away."
spontaneous hoedown of sorts. Dur
folk-roc-

non-rur-

Em-mylo-

u,

Min-stel-

el
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Editor Brandon To
Speak On European
And U.S. Relations

Henry Brandon, Associate Editor
and Bureau Chief in Washington for
the London Sunday Times, will speak
Tuesday, April 10 in the Biology
Auditorium at 8 p.m.
Mr. Brandon has been with the
LST since 1939.
As a war correspondent for most of the war
years, he visited the United States
after Pearl Harbor to cover Winston Churchill's first visit to
Algiers,
In
Washington.
also
during the war years, he was granted
with
two
General
interviews
DeGaulle.
On the day of the liberation of
Paris, Brandon became the correspondent for that city, and after
two years at that post, travelled
widely around the world as a roving
diplomatic correspondent covering
international conferences, including
the United Nations. He has attended
every U.N. General Assembly since
its inception until 1970.
Mr. Brandon was assigned to Washington as Bureau Chief in 1950.
As an Associate Editor, he participates in the planning of the newspaper. He regularly continues his
travels in other parts in the world,
such as Eastern Europe, the Far
East and Latin America. In September of 1965 he accompanied publisher Lord Thomson of Fleet to
Moscow, where they were granted
the first interview given to a West
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by Jamie Groeger

i

We have a nationally rated football team. We have a nationally
rated lacrosse team. We also have
a bunch of really nice guys who get
together occasionally in some 1928
sleeveless faded uniforms and play
a spirited game of baseball. Well,
these guys are back and the uniforms
are new. But don't think the new
uniforms have gone to their heads.
record is
Thus far, their won-lono worse than in years past. Moral
is high, dedication is at a feverish
pitch. Rumors of shaved heads and
IMF are already buzzing throughout
the Kenyon community.
At third base is Bill Gorski. He
still has his strong arm and now has
a wife. Another returning veteran
is John Moroney who maintained the
ss

DAVID GROSS (top) and Ron Crick (above) will appear Saturday
nighl in the Fieldhouse at 8 p.m.

1

l

highest team batting average last
season. Kurt Karakul will return
to short and Kent Baine will be
starting at first. These four represent an exceptional infield. Mark
Racozzi will alternate catching with
Bruce Broxterman. Broxterman, a
freshman, will be a crucial addition
to the team this year in that he can
hit.
The team's major problem, as in
year's past, is with pitching. However this year should prove more
successful with returning Pat Clemand Kent
Miller,
Mike
ents,
Harrison. This is further reinforced
with George Harbeson, who, aside
A J)., pitched
an
from being
extremely well against Catawba.
Greg "Grit" Wursler and Mark
complete the pitching
Leonard
roster. Leonard has shown to be

the team savior. He can hit. He
can throw. He is a fine pitcher, has
good speed, strong arm, and a
winning smile.
Other good guys are Frank Rahill,
Dave Bacon, Jim Wurtz from basketball, Billy Cassidy from swimming,
Jim Meyers from football, and Dan
Libby from Darien, Connecticut.
The team is still trying to gel,
and can use some support. So, for
those of you with a conscious sympathy for the underdog and a real
desire to see a bunch of swell guys
in new uniforms, the Kenyon baseball team has thirteen scheduled
games this season. And for those of
you who tend to get lost in the vast
network of the Kenyon Athletic complex, the team will play home games
on Falkenstine field, the one with
Mrs. Gorski sitting in the stands.
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Letts, Hammond Medalists

George Letts scored six times
and won four medals and Ulysses
Hammond won three as the Kenyon
indoor track team, which finished
its regular seaon with a record
of five and two, placed fourth of
seven teams in the GLCA championships last month at Denison.
Letts took a silver medal in the
55 yard dash, bronze medals in the
300 yard dash and the eight-la- p
(3 4 mile) relay, and a fourth place
medal in the 440. Hammond won

the 1000 vard run: the mile relay
combination of Jeff Walker, Jay
Andress, Kerry Pechter, and George
Letts, fourth place. The final
meet were:
standings of the
Denison, 152 points, OhioWesleyan,
82, Wooster, 67, Kenyon, 58,
46, Wabash, 46, and Oberlin,
tri-sta- te

De-Pau-

w,

12.

Denison stole the show even though

their sixpompom girls, traditionally
the six girls with the best pompoms
at the school, did not appear for the
first time in years to award each
scorer with a medal and a kiss.

Smith coaches track and basketball
at Oberlin, where he was hired this
year as part of their new revolutionary athletic department.
On the following weekend at the
Ohio Conference Championships,
though all the data is not in, it
seems that George Letts beat archrival Ed Stone of Denison for the
gold medal in the 300 yard'dash,
and the eight-la- p
relay team of Letts,
Hammond, Boswell and Ohanesian
finished a respectable fourth, unreliable sources say.

Kenyon placings at NCAA College Division Championships
7,
1973
Wayne State University, Detroit, Michigan, March
15-1-

FIRST DAY
50O

161h
5:00.646
5:02.490 23rd
371h
5:16.108
2:03.338
9th
2:11.363 32nd
Bill Cassidy
John Kirkpatrick 22.797 251h
23.245 48th
Charley Welker
23.330 51si
Jim Kuhn
23.396 52nd
Bill Monlei
135.57 Pts. 31st 1st Cut
Charlie Jones
134.57 Pis. 30th 1st Cut
Phil Porter
James 56.1, Kuhn 1:05.2, Loomis 54.8

John A. Davis
John E. Davis
Dave Plunkett
Rich James

Yd. Freestyle

200 Yd. Ind.Med.

Yd. Freestyle

50

I-M-

Diving

eler

400 Yd. Med. Relay
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Heiser
Honored

A.T-r

r&2

He will join head coach Glenn
Thiel of the University of Virginia
and assistant Ross Sachs of Franklin & Marshall on the South squad
for the June 9 encounter at Princeton University in Princeton, N.J.
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MEDALISTS GEORGE LETTS (left) and Ulysses Hammond (right).
relay
bronze medals in the
and the 55 yard dash, and a fourth
place in the 300. Other medalists
were: Paul Ohanesian and Joe Hall
as the other legs of the eight-la- p
relay; Jamie Doucett, fourth place
in the mile run and 880 yard dash;
Jim Boswell, fourth place with a
leap of 20 feet, nine inches in the
long jump; and Kerry Pechter, fourth
place in the 1000 yard run. Other
scorers were: Jeff Walker, sixth
place in the 600 yard dash; George
Letts, sixth place in the long jump;
Brad Foote, sixth place in the mile
run; Bob Hallinan, sixth place in
eight-la-

p

Denison's pole vaulter, Charles
Best, jumped 15 feet after coolly
passing to 14. Their distance artist,
Jim Alexander, lapped the field on
his way to a GLCA record 9:13 two
mile. Wooster's Forrest Merten,
a freshman whose "head," according
to one bitter rival from OWU, is
getting too big for his britches,"
broke conference records in the 600
and the 800 yard dashes. The highlight of the day, however, was the
entrance of Oberlin' s new coach,
Tommie Smith, the Olympic sprint
champion who raised a black-glovfist at Mexico City in 1968. Mr.

100

Yd. Breaslstroke
Freestyle Relay

800 Yd.
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Spring Track Preview
by Mark Smith

meets.
There will be no participation in
distance relays. There is also a
great question as to whether anyone
will even be able to enter any
hurdle events, events we last year
ated indoor track season for a excelled in.
number of events. Captain George
Illustrating the coming problems,
Letts etched his name on the list Coach White commented, "Next
for a record time in the 55 yard Saturday we are starting our season
sprint. Junior Jeff Walker set the against the two teams that defeated
indoor record for the 600 yard run us indoors, Otterbein and OhioWesand Freshman James Doucett has leyan.
In the mile, one team can
set the record in the mile run. have four entries in this meet.
But despite these outstanding feats, Otterbein will probably fill all their
the outdoor season looks considerpositions, and Ohio Wesleyan will
ably less promising than indoor be able to fill at least two positions.
winning season for one basic reason:
But in that event, we will have only
depth.
one entry."
Kenyon's
Kenyon will have some consistent
Perry
Thompson, along with fellow triple-jumpscoring threats, however. George
and
Ron Calli-so- n Letts and Ulysses Hammond will be
and hurdler Sam Barone have consistent scorers in the sprints,
graduated.
Also, some potential as will Walker and Doucett in middle
scorers did not return to school and long distance. In the discus
last fall. To complicate the situation and the shot, freshmen Denny Hall
still further, one of the high scoring and George Guzauskas and
veterans of the indoor season, Roger
Mario Orlandi and John
Vanderhurst, is not running outdoors Salvucci should provide some much
in his specialty, distance running. needed points. Frank Andres will
Head Coach Don White compresent a threat in the 440, and the
mented, "We can't support every sprint relays will be a constant
event in either relays or dual meets. threat with Hammond, Letts, BosThere will be only zero or one well, and Paul O'Hanesian.
potential scorer in at least five
Although the outlook might disMany instances of this courage
events."
the potential follower,
great lack of depth can be found. Kenyon has some good chances for
Sophomore Jim Boswell will perqualifying for the OAC meet in
form alone often times in three some events. It is also good to
field events, the long jump, triple remember that regardless of the
jump, and the pole vault, in addition overall chances, Kenyon has a recent
to running the sprint relays. To winning tradition in track and there
enter a relay field event, a team will be, as has been in the past,
must have three entries, and most plenty of desire in evidence along
teams have two entries in dual with fine individual successes.

PLACE

39

Pts.

Freestyle

John A. Davis
John E. Davis
Dave Plunkett

17.19.751 10th
17:34.548
17th
17:40.334 21st
18:12.284 25th
Bill Cassidy
50.502 39th
Freestyle
John Kirkpatrick
51.542 63rd
Charley Welker
52.100 64ih
Bill Montei
52.197 651h
Jim Kuhn
1:58.752 2nd NVR Car.
Rich James
Backstroke
2:00.357 3rd Car. Best
Jim Loomis
2:25.591 36ih
Dave Cannon
Breastroke
Freestyle Relay Kirkpatrick 49.8, Welker 48.9,
3:16.862 6ih
J. A. Davis 49.1. James 49.0

TOP TEN SCORING TEAMS AT THE END OF LAST DAY
1. Cal. St. U.
262
Chico
2. U. of CaL
212
Irvine
155
3. John Hopkins U.
139
4. Eastern Illinois U.
128
5. U. of Cal.
Davis
6. U. of Cal.
Northridge 106
7. Northern Colorado U.
98
89
8. Western Illinois U.
9. KENYON COLLEGE
85
10. Springfield
78

'

i
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THIRD DAY
1650 Yd.

-

11

4:43.247 22nd Career Bes:
1:50.300 23rd
John Kirkpatrick 1:50.500 26th
54.755 2nd Car. Best
Rich James
55.152
3rd
Jim Loomis
1:07.184 34 th
Jim Kuhn
Kirkpatrick 1:51.0, J.A. Davis 1:48.6
James 1:49.0, J. E. Davis 1:52.67:21.250
Qualified 7th NVR Old 7:24.370
Kirkpalrick 1:52.0, J. A Davis 1:48.5 8th

100 Yd. Backstroke

100 Yd.

c

SECOND DAY
Bill Cassidy
John A. Davis

400 Yd. Ind. Med.
200 Yd.Freestyle

Coach Bill Heiser today was
named to the coaching staff of the
All Star lacrosse
annual North-Sout- h

14th

Welker 49.03:45.193
4 Pts.

24lh PLACE

KENYON

game.

I:

Stats

NCAA Swim

Track Championships
by Kerry Pechter

AprU 5, 1973
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Anyone who habituates the field-houprobably realizes some of
the feats of Kenyon track members
in the past indoor season. Records
are posted there for the just terminse
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Lacrosse Coach Bill Heiser

Last year Heiser

was

one of

persons nominated by the
United States Lacrosse Association
(L'SILA) for college division
honors.
Now in his fourth year at the
Kenyon helm, he brought the Lords

four

coach-of-the-ye-

their first

Midwest

Lacrosse

ar

As-

sociation (MLA) and L'SILA Midwest
Division titles ever last season.
Under his guidance, last year's
squad rebounded from a
record
to post a 12-- 1 season mark with a
sparkling 1 league record.
"Buzz" Heiser is a 1961 graduate
of Hofstra University. During his
senior year he received honorable
mention All America recognition
and played for a Sewanhaka High
School Team (Long Island) that won
91 straight games and was named
to the
Island lacrosse
first team. Prior to coming to
Kenyon, he served as freshman
lacrosse coach at Hofstra. Mr.
Heiser also coaches football and
wrestling.
3--

10

8--

All-Lo-

ng

ACE KENYON MILER Jamls Doucett works out in Fieldhouse for
spring track schedule. Currently Kenyon's leading middle distance
runner, Doucett is expected to be one of the top point getters this
spring.

